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THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION Q = 0 IN WHICH

Q IS A QUADRATIC FORM IN y", y', y
HAVING MEROMORPHIC COEFFICIENTS

ROGER CHALKLEY

(Communicated by Charles C. Pugh)

Abstract. A simple necessary and sufficient condition is given for the solutions

of Q = 0 to be free of movable branch points. And, when the condition is

satisfied, all the solutions of Q = 0 can be obtained by solving linear differential

equations of order < 2. There are four mutually exclusive cases. We shall relate

Case 4 to less convenient conditions P. Appell had introduced. We shall also

show how Cases 3 and 4 together motivated our discovery of an identity that is

essential for a satisfactory theory of relative invariants for homogeneous linear

differential equations.

1. Introduction

Throughout, we suppose the coefficients a(z), ... , /(z) of

(1.1) aiz)y"2 + biz)y"y' + ciz)y"y + diz)y'2 + eizfy'y + fiz)y2 = 0

are meromorphic functions of a complex variable z on a region D. of the

complex plane such that at least one of #(z), ... , /(z) is not identically zero.

For later reference, we introduce

a b/2 c/2
b/2 d e/2
c/2   e/2     f

A2 = Aad - b2,        A^ = Aae - 2bc,

and D = (A3)2 - 4A2A4 = -26aA on Q .

A4 = 4a f - c2

Theorem 1.1. The solutions o/(l.l) are free of movable branch points in the

precise sense of [5, pp. 91, 112; 10, p. 133] if and only if either

(1.2)

or

(1.3)

A(z) = 0

£z(z) = biz) = 0 ^ ciz)   and   diz) = -ciz)
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or

(1.4) ûi(z) = ô(z) = 0^c(z)   and   diz)
1 m

m
ciz),

for some integer m ^0, 1, or the conditions

(1.5)

and

(1.6)

and

(1.7)

biz) =

A2(z)7)(z) ?É 0

2AÎ,(z) + 2A3(z)     D'iz)

ciz) =

A2iz) Diz)\

A'3iz) + 2A4(z)      A3(z)7)'(z

«(z)

a(z)
A2iz) 2A2(z)7)(z).

are satisfied. {Of course, (1.5) requires aiz) ^0.)

Proof. This is a restatement of [10, Theorem 3.1] included here to conveniently

introduce four mutually exclusive classes of differential equations (1.1) to be

considered next.

Case 1. Suppose (1.2) is satisfied. Regarding the left member Q of (1.1)

as a quadratic form in y", y', y, we see that A is its determinant. And,

due to (1.2), Q is expressible as a product of two nonzero homogeneous linear

polynomials in y" , y', y having meromorphic coefficients on some subregion

u of a.
Case 2. Suppose (1.3) is satisfied. Then, the substitution y' = yw, y" —

y{w' + w2) given for [17, p. 38, (6)] relates the nonzero solutions y{z) of (1.1)

to the solutions tu(z) of

w' + £(£)
c(z)J

w +
A?)
ciz)

= 0.

Case 3. Suppose (1.4) is satisfied for some integer m / 0, 1 . Then, the

substitution y = um given for [17, p. 35, (1)] relates the nonzero solutions

yiz) of (1.1) to the nonzero solutions w(z) of

(1.8) u" +
eiz)

dz)
W +

fjz)
imciz))_

u = 0.

And, in terms of linearly independent solutions i>iz), ipiz) of (1.8) on a sub-

region U of Q, the nonzero solutions of ( 1.1 ) on U are given by

(1.9) yiz) = [Ci4>iz) + CMz)T

for constants Ci , C2 not both zero.

Case 4. Suppose (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7) are satisfied. Then, Theorem 2.1
provides a convenient method to obtain the solutions of ( 1.1 ) by solving linear

differential equations of order < 2.

In view of Theorem 1.1, Cases 1, 2, 3, and 4 yield the following result.
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Theorem 1.2. If the solutions o/(l.l) are free of movable branch points, then all

the solutions 0/(1.1) can be found by solving linear differential equations of order
<2.

During the years 1887-1889, Appell introduced in [1-4] the condition that
the left member Q of (1.1) satisfy a(z)A(z)A2(z) ^ 0 and

(1.10) Q! + Xiz)Q = Siz,y,y', y")Tiz,y,y', y" , y'"),

for some meromorphic function A(z) on Í2 and some homogeneous linear

polynomials S in y", y', y and T in y'", y", y', y having meromorphic

coefficients on Q. And, when (1.1) satisfies his condition, he showed how its

nonsingular solutions could be deduced from those of the third-order homo-

geneous linear differential equation T = 0. In [8] of 1960, we developed a

transformation for any (1.1) subject to a(z)A(z) ^ 0. And, our results showed

that: if il. 1) satisfies a(z)A(z) ^ 0 and possesses a pair of linearly independent

singular solutions, then the solutions of i 1.1) can be obtained by solving a Riccati

differential equation and first-order homogeneous linear differential equations.

In view of [9, Theorem 3.5, Proposition 3.6], (1.1) satisfies a(z)A(z) ^ 0 and

possesses a pair of linearly independent singular solutions if and only if ( 1.1 )

satisfies Appell's condition. Due to [9, Theorems 2.2 and 2.3], (1.1) satisfies

Appell's condition if and only if (1.1) satisfies the conditions (1.5), (1.6), and

(1.7) of Case 4. Thus, all the equations (1.1) that satisfy Appell's condition are

obtained parametrically in the equivalent form

(1.11) [2aiz)y" + biz)y' + dz)y]2 + A2iz)y'2 + A3iz)y'y + A4iz)y2 = 0

by selecting a(z), A2iz), A^z), Diz) as any meromorphic functions on Í2

suchthat íz(z)A2(z)7)(z) jà 0 and defining A4iz), biz), ciz) in terms of them

through
[jA3jz))2 - Djz)]

A4[Z) - 4A2(z)

(1.6), and (1.7). Of course, an expansion of (1.11) and a division by 4a(z)

yields (1.1).
Various nonlinear differential equations whose solutions can be found by

solving linear differential equations were cited in [18, 21, 15, 14, 19, 20, 16].
However, each of these papers overlooked the equations (1.1) that satisfy Ap-

pell's condition.
An important equation (1.1) that satisfies Appell's condition is given by [11,

p. 1509, (10.10)]. It plays an essential role in Cosgrove's axisymmetric solutions

of Einstein's field equations. Transformations for it and any other (1.1) satis-

fying Appell's condition are described in [12, pp. 2402-2403]. Other results
about (1.1) can be found in [23; 13; 6; 7; 22, pp. 629-631].

2. Solutions of (1.1) for Case 4

Theorem 2.1. Suppose (1.1) satisfies (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7). Let x, n, <f>, y be
meromorphic functions on a subregion U of Q such that:

(2.1) [riz)V =
2_     Diz)

4fA2(z)P
■(*)

2(z)  '  2A2iz)(2.2)       '/'w+{fS+áía-
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f/(z) ^ 0 ; and ¿>iz), y/iz) are linearly independent solutions on U of

(2.3) 10    + < —r-r ~ ~  ,   ,   ^ + T(Z) f W   + < \ W = 0 .
{aiz)     2A2(z) J U6[a(z)]2J

Then, the nonsingular solutions on U o/(l.l) are given by

y{2) = A2iz)niz)[Ci<f>iz) + C2Wiz))2

+ 16[a(z)]2f7(z)[C1</»'(z) + C2ip'iz)]2,

where C¡, C2 are constants not both zero. And, when (2.4) is written as

(2.5) yiz) = Cfviiz) + CiC2v2iz) + Civiiz),

the meromorphic functions Vi, v2, i>3 on U are linearly independent and satisfy

(2.6) [v2iz)]2-4viiz)viiz)e0.

Moreover, in terms of

, . A3(z)        .  ,        j      , . A3(z)        ,  ,

r/te solutions of

(2.7) /-/-1(z)j; = 0   or   / - r2(z)j; = 0

are i/ze singular solutions of ( 1.1 ) relative to U.

Proof. Equations having the same solutions as (1.1) include (1.11) and

(2.8) [Siz,y,y', y")]2 + A2iz)\y' - r,iz)y][y' - r2iz)y] = 0,

where 5" = 2ay" + by' + cy is the formal partial derivative with respect to y"

of the left member Q of (1.1). Using (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), and (2.8), we apply
the results in [9, pp. 86-87, 93-94] to see that the solutions of (2.7) are the

solutions of both S = 0 and Q = 0. Therefore, the singular solutions of ( 1.1 )

relative to U are the solutions of (2.7).

There are meromorphic functions p, 6 on a subregion Co of U such that:

(2.9) ¿(^^W       on i/o;

(2.10) 2A2(z)0'(z) + A3(z)0(z)sO    on U0 ;

and f?(z) ^ 0. Using (2.9) and (1.5), we deduce /?(z) ^ 0 and

mn P'iz) _  A'2jz)      a'jz)
K '    ' Piz) - 2A2(z)      aiz)

on Uq so that (2.3) is given on £/n by

(2.12) w" + |t(z) - ^} w' - [piz)]2w = 0.

Under the substitution w'/w = pt, w"/w = pt' + p't + p2t2, (2.12) is trans-

formed into

(2.13) í' + /)(z)í2 + t(z)í-/?(z) = 0     on í/0.
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Moreover, three distinct solutions on Uq of (2.13) are given by

(2.14) h =
4f

t2 =
pip

f  _  jcp+ip)'
3     Pi4>+¥)

We set caiz) = d>iz)y/'iz) — d>'iz)y/iz) on U. Since d>iz) > Wiz) are linearly

independent solutions on U of (2.3), we obtain o)(z) ^ 0 and

(2.15) w'(z) + /^£)_4(^
W [Z) + \ aiz)      2A2(z)

+ T(Z) \ W(Z) = 0

on £/ . Applying [9, Theorem 4.8] with m = n = 1 by writing (2.14) as

1 1
tl   = tp , t2 = tp -\-, t3  = tp -\-;- ,

Up Up+Vp

for tp = d>'/ipd>),  Up = pcpip/cx), and vp = pd}2/co, we find the nonsingular

solutions of ( 1.1 ) are given on Uq by

(2.16)

where

y(z) = K2uiiz) + KiK2u2iz) + K2u3iz),

e
ui = dvp[t2p - i] =

ipco)
k'2[4>¿-p¿4>¿],

u2 = 2Q\t2pUp + tp- Up] =

e
u3

lipco)

[itpUp+l)2-U2p] =

[2¿>'¥'-2p2<pip],

9

ipco)
,'2[V   -p V ],

and Ki, K2 are constants not both zero. We apply (2.11), (2.15), (2.2), and

(2.10) to deduce

[a2pcon/d]' _ 2a' | p' | to' | n'     6' _ Q

[a2pœn/6]       a       p      œ      n      6

Therefore, there is a nonzero constant Kq such that

e
(2.17)

ipco)
= l6K¿a n    on Uq.

Setting Ci = TCoT^! and C2 = AT0^2, we use (2.9) and (2.17) to rewrite (2.16)
as (2.4). And, the character of (2.4) as a solution of (1.1) on Uo extends to
U. Due to [9, Theorem 4.8], u¡, u2, u3 are linearly independent and satisfy

u\ - 4u{u3 ^ 0. Therefore, vx , v2, v3 for (2.5) are linearly independent and

satisfy (2.6). This completes the proof.

Example 2.2. Let (1.1) be the differential equation

3zV'2+ I2zy"y'-8z2y"y
(2.18)

+ (z2 + 12)/2 - \4zy'y + (4z2 + \)y2 = 0,

where Í1 is the complex plane. In terms of

A2(z) = 12z4,        A3(z) = 24z3,

A4iz) = -I6z4+I2z2,        D(z) ee768z8,
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we find (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7) are satisfied. Selecting t(z) = 2/%/3, we have

r,(z) = (2/\/3) - (1/z) and r2(z) = i-2/VÏ) - (1/z). Thus, the singular
solutions of (2.18) are

eXP((Ä)Z

where C is any constant. We select r\iz) = [l/z]5exp((2/v/3)z) to satisfy

(2.2). Since (2.3) is w" + {2/yß)w' + i\/\2)w = 0, we select

1       1

y = C and   y = C exp((vl)Z

<f>iz) = exp (---
\2     v3

and   y/iz) = exp
v3

Then, for the nonsingular solutions of (2.18), (2.4) yields

Í48
yiz) = [Cf(2 - v3)exp(z) + dC2 + C22(2 + v/3)exp(-z)])

where C\, C2 are constants not both zero. Selecting

7s:, = [48(2 - v3)]1/2C,    and   K2 = [48(2 + V3)]l/2C2,

we see that the nonsingular solutions of (2.18) are given by

Kz)sirf(£)+M(i)+Ar|(C),

where K\, K2 are constants not both zero.

3. Identities for Case 3 analogous to (1.10)

Let V\iz), t»2(z), v3iz) be linearly independent meromorphic functions on

a region U and let Wiz) be their Wronskian. Of course, we have Wiz) ^ 0 .

To obtain a differential equation (1.1) satisfied by

(3.1) y{z) = C\vxiz) + QC2v2iz) + C22w3(z),

for any constants C\, C2, we differentiate (3.1) two times and then substi-

tute the expressions obtained for Wiz)C2 , Wiz)C\C2, Wiz)C\ by means of

Cramer's rule into [Wiz)C{C2]2 - [W(z)C2][l^(z)C22] = 0. This shows that

(3.1) is a solution of the differential equation (1.1) having

(3.2) a = (ai3)2-a12a23,        b = -d,

(3.3) c = 2al3y13-al2y23-a23yn, d = ißl3)2 - ß\2ß23 ,

(3.4) e = -2ßi3yi3 +ßi2y23 +ß237n, f = iï\i)2 - 7i2Ï23,

where, for 1 < i < j < 3,

(3.5) a¡j = ViV'j - v'¡Vj ,        ßij = a\j , yu = v\v"j - v'/v].

Proposition 3.1. The left member Q of the differential equation (1.1) specified

by (3.2) through (3.5) satisfies

(3.6) Q' + Xiz)Q = [2fl(z)/' + biz)y' + ciz)y][y'" + M],

where 2(z) = -2W'iz)/Wiz) and where M is a homogeneous linear polyno-

mial in y", y',  y having meromorphic coefficients on  U.   Moreover, when
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v\ - 4v\v3 jè 0, conditions (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7) of Case 4 are satisfied. And,
when v2 - 4v{v3 = 0, condition (1.4) of Case 3 is satisfied for m — 2.

Proof. Suppose v2 -4v\v3 = 0. Then, there are meromorphic functions 0(z),

ipiz) on a subregion Co of U such that

(3.7) v{iz) = [4>iz)]2,        v2iz) = 24>iz)ipiz),        v3iz) = Mz)]2.

Setting w(z) = d>iz)y/'iz) - d>'iz)ipiz), we have Wiz) = 4[eu(z)]3 and w(z) ^

0. Using (3.2) through (3.5), we obtain a = 0, b = 0, c = -8w4 , d - 4coA ,
e = 8co3co', and / = 16w3 (</>'>' - <p'<p") ■ Thus, (1.4) is satisfied for m = 2.
We apply [10, Proposition 3.6] to deduce (3.6) for

A(z)
-c'iz) + 2eiz) _ -6co'iz) _ -2W'iz)

dz) wiz) Wiz)

Suppose v2 - 4uií;3 ^ 0. We apply (3.2) through (3.5) to deduce

A2 = [4viv3-ví]W2,        A3 = [v¡-4v1v3]'W2,        A4 = [4v[v'3 - v'22]W2 ,

and D = A\-4A2A4 = l6aW4. This yields 4ad-b2 = A2^0 and, therefore,
a ^ 0 because b = -a'. Thus, (1.5) is satisfied. Using these expressions for A2 ,

A3, A4, and D, we find the right member of (1.6) reduces to [-a'/a]a = b.

Thus, (1.6) is satisfied. And, in terms of

T = [2v2v2 - 4v['v3 - 4viu3']a - [v2v'2 - 2v{v3 - 2viv'3]a',

we find the right member of (1.7) is equal to T/[4ui?;3 - v2]. We apply the

identity T = [4v\v3 - v2]c to see that (1.7) is satisfied. Finally, we use [9,

Theorem 3.5, (2.23)] to obtain (3.6) for

\a'iz) 4- biz)
A(z) =

aiz)

A'2{z) + A3jz)

Aiiz)

-2W'jz)

Wiz)

This completes the proof.

Of course, when (3.7) is satisfied, (3.1) can be rewritten as (1.9) for m = 2.

Restricting Case 3 to m > 2 and ciz) = 1, we see that for any meromorphic

functions aiz), /?(z) on Q, the transformation y = um relates the solutions

w(z) of

(3.8) u" + aiz)u' + ßiz)u = 0

to the solutions y(z) of Qm — 0, where

\ — m
Qm = y"y +

m
y'2 + aiz)y'y + mßiz)y2

Recalling (3.6) for the situation v2 - 4vxv3 = 0, we find that

[Q2]' + 2aQ2 = y{y'" + lay" + (a' + 2a2 + 4ß)y' + (2yS' + 4aß)y} .

It is natural to inquire whether Qm  may satisfy an analogous identity when

m > 3.
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For any integer m > 2 and any meromorphic functions aiz), /?(z) on

Q, the algorithms presented in [10, Theorem 4.1 and its proof] specify mero-

morphic functions amjiz) on Q and polynomials Pmj in y, y', ... , y(m_1)

having meromorphic coefficients on Q such that Qm satisfies

m-1

(3.9) £[JV;][ß#)] = LywP<m],

7=o

where
m

(3.10) Lm=y^+^ + Yla>n,iiz)y{i).
;=0

The identity (3.9) shows that the mth power of each local solution of (3.8) is

a local solution of Lm — 0. As a consequence of this, we have proved that if

{d>iz), y/iz)} is a fundamental system of solutions for (3.8) on a subregion U

of £2, then
{[0(z)r~V(2)]fc: for Jfe »-0,1, 2,...,«}

is a fundamental system of solutions for Lm = 0 on U.  In particular, Lm

in the monic form (3.10) is uniquely specified by (3.8). As explained in [10],

information provided by (3.9) is essential for a satisfactory theory of relative

invariants of homogeneous linear differential equations.
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